INTRODUCTION
The interest in the translation of Islamic Studies and the meanings of the Holy Quran from its Arabic origin, into the various languages of the earth, is occupying a large place, in the Islamic field in general and in the Quranic studies in particular. It has become the interest of the individual persons, related centres and institutions all over the world. These translations are of great importance because they are a double-edged weapon. As on one hand, they may have a significant impact on the CALL to (Allah), to spread Islam, bringing Muslim and non-Muslim from English speakers, to read the Book of God, and on the other hand this translation can be negatively used as tools of distortions and hostile ideas against Islam.
For example, the Jewish Zionists recently issued a distorted translation of the Holy Quran into Hebrew in order to harm Muslims and hurt their feelings as well as spreading distorted ideas about the Islamic religion. This behaviour called on Muslims to move to work and produce a correct translation of the Quran into this language. The Azhar University led this project. This Hebrew version of the Quran translation has shown us the grave danger of misusing the Quranic translations, and negatively exploiting them for personal agendas.
This blessed symposium, which is being held by King Fahad Complex for the Printing of the Holy Quran, in the city of the Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him), is a great opportunity to shed light on some great efforts exerted in this great field, namely the translation of the meanings of the Holy Quran into foreign languages.
In this great scientific forum, researchers and specialists in this field, will need to meet to study and analyze translations of all kinds, to learn about their pros and cons, and know how to exploit these translations for the interest of Islam and Muslims. These scholars will need to work on what would serve the Book of God and defend Islamic beliefs against the enemies of this nation.
And due to the high status and due to the great popularity of this English language in these modern times, in this 21st century; the English translations of the meanings of the Qur'an have taken the lead among all translations in other foreign languages. Now, we can see from time to time, the emergence of a new translation of the meanings of the Quran in this English language. This requires efforts of all Muslim scholars to immediately study and analyze these translations to determine its validity, and its accuracy in conveying the meanings of the Quran, to millions of people who speak this language; which is only second to the Chinese language in terms of the number of speakers, all over the world. It may even be at the forefront of all languages, toady, in terms of its political, economic and educational importance all over the globe.
In the past, the English translations of the Holy Quran had been misused, because those old translations, from the beginning of the first translation in the seventeenth century, to the end of the nineteenth century, were prepared by a handful of English priests and Orientalists including Wherry, George Sale, Rodwell, and Palmer. The majority of those translations were made by antagonists who espoused hostility to Islam. The aim of their translations was originally to attack Islam by claiming contradiction and ambiguity in the verses of the Quran, as well as questioning the Quran as being the word of God.
It was therefore not surprising that the title of the first English translation made by an English writer (Alexander Ross) in 1649, had been translated from the French Version and entitled: (Alcoran of Mahomet). Ross said in his long title that his translation aimed at satisfying the wishes of everyone who wanted to look at the idols of the Turks (Muslims, of course), asserting that his basic claim that the Quran had nothing to attract Christians, and therefore was not risky to read. ( 1 ) Thus, these translations did not provide any service to the people of Islam, due to their hostile positions, with clear declared goals, or due to the loss of the linguistic aspect, in term of accuracy and clarity, as those translations were full of mistakes-intentionally or unintentionally-made; and the result was a distorted work that did not serve the translations of the meanings of the Holy Quran in any way.
On the other hand, Muslim scholars did not begin translating the meanings of the Quran into English until the beginning of the twentieth century, with Abdul Halim Khan"s translation in (1905) and Marmaduke Pickthall"s translation in (1930) , who was the first English Muslim to translate the Quran. In addition to Yusuf Ali"s well known translation in (1934) , which was different in its orientations and objectives from other previous non-Islamic translation, but it was as well not without linguistic errors of course. But Muslims to be late in translating the Quran until modern times, may have had a negative impact on the process of correcting the distorted images of Islam and Muslims, which had been transmitted to the minds of the Western people through Oriental translations of the Holy Quran over many years.
BACKGROUND

The Translation of Arthur J. Arberry, In Brief -His Writings and Views on the Quran
The recent translation is really of a special kind. It is completely different from its predecessors in terms of orientation and purpose; because it has a side of fairness to the Holy Quran, as the translator was defending and drawing attention to ability of communication of the Holy Quran, the power of its words, in addition to its splendour style; although the writer, Arthur J. Arberry, was a non-Muslim Orientalist. He was an English scholar, who in 1964 made the latest English translation of highquality of the meanings of the Quran and called the title: (the Koran Translated). It appears that this translation was not well studied and analysed from interested Muslim scholars and researchers despite its fame in the West and despite its scientific authenticity in terms of accuracy in translation. So we will try in this research, to study this translation in all aspects and will focus on some defects and errors made by the translator. 
Religion in the Middle East (in two volumes). (for further detail see brief history in Wikipedia)
This brief history showed the man"s knowledge of Arabic literature and Arabic language. Arthur J. Arberry was one of the few Orientalists who had positive attitudes towards Islam and the Quran. He was different from the others for his objective view and his emphasis in fairly judging the Quran as expressed in his great admiration for it. And instead of starting his translation by attacking Islam and slandering the Quran, as it was customary among the Western Orientalists, Arberry began by realizing that this Quran was miraculous and untranslatable, so he chose the title to be "Koran translated". But despite all his efforts, Arberry was not able to get all the truth about the Quran, but he confirmed his belief that the Quran represented a literary masterpiece unparalleled in its literature of the whole world. He saw that it was neither poetry nor prose in itself, but a combination of the two types. He believed that the eloquence of the Quran, its miraculousness and its splendor, its greatness which as similar as the oceans, was all blocked, to be unseen by some other oriental critics, who had been confused by their great ambition to explore the Quran, with limited rigid rules. He described those critics in a beautiful literary language and expressed his contempt for them as (…bewildered critics ambitious to measure the ocean of prophetic eloquence with the thimble of pedestrian analysis . ( 2 ) Arberry began his journey with the Holy Quran by choosing a number of Verses. He studied them, translated them into groups and classified them according to their subjects and sometimes according to the causes of revelation. In his introduction to this experimental translation, Arberry stated that, if the readers accepted this work, he would translate the entire Quran, relying on readers' assessments, observations and their guidance.
In the introduction, Arberry defended the Holy Qur'an, its eloquence, its power of expression and the beauty of its style-against the fabrications of some Orientalists, notably Thomas Carlyle who described the reading of Quran as "…toilsome reading as I ever undertook, a wearisome, confused jumble, crude, incondite. Nothing but a sense of duty could carry any European through the Koran." (See Arberry"s introduction). So Arberry brutally branded Carlyle for his inability of tasting the Quran eloquence and accused him for lack of understanding the Quranic texts.
Although Arberry did not believe that the Quran was the word of God, but it was the work of a supernatural power, but he proved the invalidity of the claim of the Orientalists (such as Margoliouth and Gibb) that the Quran was the words of Muhammad; and it seemed that Arberry directed his experimental translation to address Muslims, specially the Europeans among them. But his goal as he stated, (…only here I am trying to show what the Koran means to the unquestioning soul of the Believer…( (. 3 So he was keen to try to show the truth of the Quran to the believers who were not diligent. Arberry claimed that the greatest achievement in his translation was his invention of Rhythmic Patterns in the English translation similar to what was in the Quran. He said that he discovered this feature unlike any of all his predecessors of translators, as he tried to simulate the Quranic rhythm. In this paper we will highlight this important aspect in his translation. 
THE MERITS OF ARBERRY'S TRANSLATION
There is no doubt that such an English translator who was holding such positive, fair positions and views on the Holy Quran; and at the same time had good taste for the beauty of the language of the Quran, its eloquence, its strength of expression and the style of its language; such a man with such admiration, would of course use the language that suited the greatness of this miraculous religious texts, which was not human-made as he confessed in his introduction.
Therefore, Arberry"s translation was generally strong in its language, which was distinguished by its literary characteristics, in using clear language that corresponded to the eloquence of the Book of God; in his attempts to simulate this method, which he described as the sublime rhetoric of the Koran. He combined between eloquence and rhetoric on one hand and simplicity and clarity on the other hand. But despite all those efforts, we could not negate the occurrence of some linguistic errors of all types. But it is important to highlight the bright aspects of his translation, which are closely linked to his views on the eloquence of the Quran.
Firstly: The Accuracy in Conveying the Meanings of the Holy Quran
Arberry questioned the accuracy of his translation and was careful not to use any explanatory comments or detailed annotations; as such comments do and did not exist in the Quran itself and that would lead to disturb the fresh flow of the Quranic text. This technique indicated his integrity in translation. He was desirous to completely convey the meaning of the words of the Quran without deficiency or increment.
Some beautiful models of accuracy in the translation
These examples include: As he translated it as (and those with whom you have sworn compact). He was also correct to convey the meaning of:
The meaning of this verse is also accurately and clearly rendered as: (They fear a day when the hearts and the eyes are different) in verse (the light:37), unlike other translators, who translated it as: (fearing a day when hearts and eyes will be turned about.) 7. Arberry showed high competence in commanding the details of Arabic. We can see his craftsmanship in the translation of the following verse:
He translated it as (he turns away, and withdraws aside).The translation is good and accurate as it means the person in question refrained from thanking God as a sign of self pride ( 4 ).
Secondly: High literary language
It is rare for a translator of the meanings of the Quran to simultaneously combine precision and clarity of style and power of the phrase. This is not easy, and by looking at Arberry"s translation, the reader would feel his relentless effort to reach this goal. It was clear that Arberry tried very hard to improve the translation style to approach the language of the Book; which he believed an absolute literary masterpiece that had no parallel in any other language. Therefore, Arberry wanted to make his translation distinctly fine, by using literary style, as well as trying to use literary words, as alternative to general terms, that were usually ineffective and disproportionate, compared with the fluency of the Quran.
Here are some examples of the formal expressions used by Arberry 1. The use of the word sorcery instead of magic in the sense of "magic".
2. The use of the word extirpate in the sense of "go in your way" rather than overcome in the verse "Go in your best way" He used the expression of "have awe of me" which is more eloquent and conveys the meaning than "dread ‫انرْثح‬ : " which means "fear none but me".
7. The use of the word surmise which literary expresses the word "suspicion" in the verse
Examples of the literary terms used by Arberry:
1. Arberry used very literary expressions, as in the translation of the meaning of …
Which is (She has a passion for love) in (Yusuf: 30).
Arberry translated it as (smote her heart with love.).
As well as excelling in the translation of the meaning of:
(Who made the land for you as bed and the heavens as cover) in (al-Baqarah: 22). He translated it as (who assigned to you the earth for a couch, and heaven for an edifice.) 2. He used the literary word cast -which is more expressive in verse:
Rather than the use of (throw) as in most translations of Pickthall, Abdullah Yusuf Ali and Hilali & Khan.
3. He used the following literary words: nigh meaning "close" and slay meaning "kills" and ungodly meaning "slackers" as well as vanity meaning "falsehood" in the verse:
(You should not wear the right falsehood) (Cow: 42). He translated it into:(And do not confound the truth with vanity.)
In the translation of the meaning of the meaning of:
(It is for those who are alienated). He used the following translation: (She will certainly be of that tarry) and the word tarry is a beautiful literary expression and meaningful. This translation is better than (She will certainly be of those who remain behind.) as translated by others.
4. Arberry used the phrase (wax insolent) expression to accurately translate the word "dominate" instead of becoming (arrogant). 6. In the translation of the meaning of
Arberry used the literary word (issue) to completely fit the meaning of ‫)يصدر(‬ as in the verse.
7. He used the word sojourn, which is literary in the sense of "dwelling" or "stable", in its translation of the meaning of the verse:
That is "You are in the earth stable".
Thirdly: The Attitudes of Arberry Towards the Holy Quran
Anyone who reads this translation will notice that it is free of distortion of Islam, or interpretation that would challenge the Holy Quran or abuse the person of the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him). And what could confirm the integrity of Arberry"s translation that his translation was free of any offensive words to the Quran, or to the Islam or to the person of the Prophet (peace be upon him). The translation is also free of any footnotes.
Fourthly: Translation of the Word Allah the Majesty
The word "God" is used to mean the word "Allah" in all translations. The word "God" is not used by many non-Muslim English speakers. The word "God" is the common word for the meaning of divinity in all English speakers. The use of the word "Allah" may cause some confusion and misperception among many non-Muslim readers of the translations that would make the word "Allah" as if it is "the God of the Arabs only".
The Claim of Trying to Divide the Quranic Verses in the Form of Rhythmic Pattern
Although most of the readers of this translation assert that the most distinctive characteristic of the translation of the language of Arberry was the fluency of language and the sweetness and the beauty of style, but Arberry himself claimed that he invented a new aspect in his translation of the (Koran) that did not come from the previous translators in any language. This discovery concerned the side of the language itself as it related to the rhythmic aspect of the verses of the Quran. He said in his introduction, "I have striven to devise rhythmic patterns and sequence-groupings in correspondence with what the Arabic presents, paragraphing the grouped sequences as they seem to form original units of revelation. (5) There is no doubt that this statement was one of Arberry"s fallacies and represented a major imbalance in his understanding, because he mistakenly believed in his ability to simulate the rhythm of the sound in the Quranic verse, when he imagined that he could write a translation that seemed to be in harmony, to make the Quran, as if it was revealed in English. The reader of this translation will see the existence of some of these patterns in this translation such as the division of most verses of the Quran into lines similar to verses of poetry, but the question arises is: Could Arberry really keep up with the rhythm of sound in the Koran?
Firstly: To arrive at these patterns, in his first experience of the translation, Arberry selected some verses to study the rhythm in the Quran, such as long verses of divorce in (Surat al-Baqarah) and short ones (such as al-Qarayah, al-Fathah and al-Fath). He concluded that this was the basis for the division of the words of the Quran into short and long syllables.
Secondly: He believed that the sound in the Quran was often based on two types of sounds: the first one is called dactyl with one stressed syllable followed by two unstressed syllables and the second one is called iambic which is unstressed syllable followed by stressed one. These as he said were the most common sounds in the Quran.
If we look at the first verses in Sura Al-Qaria (the Clatterer), we will come to find that Arberry tried to choose the words in the English translation to be perfectly identical-in length and place of the syllable and also in the occurrence of the tone or non-words in the Quranic text. Here is an example in Latin letters with the corresponding translation:
The We note that perhaps the rhythm was applied in the first line (in the first and second verses), while he did not succeed in applying it on the second line,
This does not match the rhythm in the Quranic text. This simple example may lead us to conclude that Arberry could not apply his theory on the rhythm of the sound in his translation of the meanings of the Holy Quran, This is what he exactly said that the study of this aspect in detail, in a systematic and accurate manner, was necessary for all the texts of the Quran before reaching any results, but this is/was not easy despite his belief in the importance of this neglected side, which was not preceded by anyone.
Arberry"s failure to deduce a particular pattern of what he called the rhythmic patterns in the Quran, and his inability to imitate some of these aspects, is a powerful proof that the Quran as a Book of God, is miraculous and eloquent. It is beyond the limited abilities of human beings. Arberry was in great hurry to claim that the successive paragraphs in his translation might seem as an inspiration or a revelation by God.
THE LINGUISTIC ERRORS
Although Arberry"s translation outperformed many other translations in terms of accuracy in meaning, clarity of language and simplicity of style; the occurrence of repeated errors was inevitable, especially those linguistic errors that occurred due to the fact that the translator was genuinely not Arab, so he might misunderstand the meaning of a certain word or phrase in its literal sense, or he might not realize the meaning of some of the Quranic expressions as it happened with many translators, non-Muslims or even native speakers of Arabic.
Errors might have been due to confusion of words, that a translator used a word somewhere instead of another. But this does not diminish the importance of this translation and its prestige among other ones.
In the following section, we will try to highlight some weaknesses of Arberry"s translation. We will detect some of the most important examples of mistakes that he made.
First:
Errors in understanding the semantic meaning of some of the words of the Quran 1. Arberry made a mistake in the translation of the meaning of the verse:
He translated it as (expecting with great distress) but distress in this sense is a "psychological pain" or "sadness". So it does not fit the meaning, so it was better to say: (with great effort). As he used the word "wage" which means "financial remuneration" But he should have used the word (reward) in this context.
He made a wrong translation for:
As he put as (gather his bones), while the correct translation is (assemble his bones).
12. He also translated the word ( ( ‫اٜخرج‬ as (the world to come), while he could have used the word (the hereafter).
13. He translated the verb (worship‫بد‬ ‫ع‬ ‫):ي‬ as (serve), and the word (slave‫بد‬ ‫):ع‬ as (servant) both are inaccurate; as the meaning of (serve) in Webster is: (To render obedience or homage to (God or sovereign) 6 . But this does not necessarily indicate that the meaning of worship as much attesting to obedience and respect, so it is best to use the word: (worship), because it is more accurate in the Quranic context. 
Second: Grammatical Errors
Arberry fell into the error of omission and sometimes adding some words and grammatical words in the verses. Examples of deletions included the first verses, 
He translated it as (O my people). It should have been translated as (And O my people). As well as his translation of:
He deleted the preposition (on) or (whereon) in the translation of:
‫)َٔص:82(‬ ‫ٔذششهُ(‬ ‫)وٌىَ‬
Where he translated it as (And the day We shall muster them) while he could say (And on the Day We shall muster them). The sentence became grammatically wrong. Perhaps the word (make) fell due to a typographical error! He also committed a mistake by adding words not included in the Quranic text as:
(signs for those who ask (questions)
Where the word questions is not in the verse.
Arberry also changed the meaning of the verse
He translated it as (And thou art not to suppose that they who disbelieve have outstripped Me; they cannot frustrate My will.) where he added (Me) and (my will) although they are not in the original text. As well as changing the pronoun in ‫)ٚحطثٍ(‬ as (they suppose) to ‫)ٚحطثٍ(‬ to read as (thou art).
Arberry made many other grammatical mistakes in using verbs, pronouns and other grammatical structures.
He always translated ‫)ٚظثح(‬ in:
‫وفٍه[‬ ‫ٌمٍت‬ ‫]فأصجخ‬
As (and in the morning he was wringing his hands). But the meaning of ( ‫ٚظثح‬ = ‫ٚظٛر‬ is turn into), so the correct translation should be(and he began wringing his hands). 
He translated it as (to see their works), while the correct translation is (to be shown their deeds).Therefore, it is clear that Arberry found it difficult to translate the structure of the Passive in Quran and sometimes missed to differentiate between the active and the passive voice. He also used a static and incomprehensible approach to translate:
He put it as (if you are thankful, and believe), and the error here is that he did not match the words ( ( " ‫شكرذى‬ " ٔ " ‫آيُرى‬ " "thank you" and "believe" in their grammatical formulas. He combined between an adjective (thankful) and a verb (believe), and the fact that the use of the formula of the verb is more obvious in this case: if you (thank) and (believe) (Him).
‫انثقرج:641(‬ ) (
‫اٌزي‬ ْ ‫أثٕباهُ‬ ‫ٌؼشفىْ‬ ‫وّب‬ ‫ٌؼشفىٔه‬ ‫اٌىزبة‬ ‫آرٍٕبهُ‬ )
He returned the pronoun in ‫)ٚعرفَّٕ(‬ to the Book as he put (Those to whom We have given the Book recognize it as they recognize their sons). But the correct form is (Those to whom We have given the
Book recognize him as they recognize their sons), as (him) here refers to the prophet (peace be upon him) and not to the Book.
It is strange that Montgomery Watt, the English orientalist wrote an explanatory guide to the words and terminology of the Quran based on the translation of Arberry. He referred to the grammatical possibility that the pronoun in this verse can also refer to the prophet (peace be upon him), as he puts it that (… recognize it: the Book; "him" is grammatically possible, and would refer to Muhammad (7) .But perhaps there was no coordination between Arberry and Watt regarding this Manual, especially if we take into account the hostile and well known attitudes of Watt against Islam, the Quran, and the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him), where his distortions appeared in this Manual and in his other books.
Arberry mixed between:
(cause= ‫الو‬ ‫انعهح‬ ) and (require ‫انطهة‬ ‫)ٔالو‬ as in the verse:
‫َٕٚص:88(‬ ) ‫سجٍٍه[‬ ‫ػٓ‬ ‫ىا‬ ّ ‫ٌٍضٍ‬ ‫]سثٕب‬
Where he translated it as (Our Lord, let them go astray from thy way), while the correct translation should go like this (Our Lord, that they may lead astray from thy way).
It does not mean request for humiliation, but it means the result and the consequences of what God granted to Pharaoh and his people was to compromise the path of God.
It seemed that Arberry used the exclamation mark incorrectly in some verses, for example he used it instead of the conditional case in the following translation:
As he translated it (Did you but know?), where it should be (If you but know)
He made an incorrect translation of: " ‫انهٕايح‬ ‫انُفص‬ "
As he translated it as (the reproaching soul), which may mean "self blame". He would better to say (The self-reproaching soul). 
Third side: The Repetition of words
Aiming to precision, led Arberry to some problems. He was too little to make some exaggerations on that in certain cases. Aiming to be accurate; the translation of some words were repeated in some verses for example: Thus, the translation lost eloquence and effectiveness to cope with the repetition in the original text; although repetition is one feature of the Arabic language, for the purpose of confirming the idea and giving strength to the meaning as well as adding beauty, especially in the Quran, but the situation is different in English. So such repetition may weaken the meaning of the English version.
The fourth aspect: the use of ancient words and Biblical terms
Although Arberry mentioned in the introduction, that he avoided using the slang and unmannered English language so as to avoid ancient biblical terms of his predecessors. But he still mixed modern and old language by including some ancient words in his translation, scattered here and there; so that the translation might add a bit of fluency and privacy, to make the translated text look different and unlike other text, but to look religious and more sacrosanct. But this may be considered a defect in modern translation, because these old words are no longer used in modern English and many of the English speakers cannot understand them in their Quranic context, as well as the users of this translation to whom English is a foreign language.
So the use of old words and expressions constituted a major weakness in Arberry"s translation.The ancient words used by Arberry included functional words such as pronouns and old plural nouns such as:(thou, thy, thine, thee, aught, knowest). He also used ancient words and expressions such as "lo" rather than "behold" or "look" as in his translation of the meaning of the verse:
‫)ؽّ:06(‬ ‫إٌٍه[‬ ‫ٌخًٍ‬ ‫وػصٍهُ‬ ‫دجبٌهُ‬ ‫]فإرا‬
When we read "If their ropes and sticks are seen by him" (Taha: 60). He also made a mistake of ‫)خهٕا(‬ as he translated it as (go privily), so this word that did not fit the context of the verse. He also translated the word ‫)اَذادا(‬ as(compeers),and the word ‫)يٕعذ(‬ as (tryst) but this translation is incorrect because the meaning of (tryst) in the English dictionaries is "a date for meeting the loved ones" so the correct translation was to use (meeting place) for ( ‫يٕعذ‬ ) .
He also translated the word (chastisement= ( ‫عئاب‬ which is an old English word. He should have used a modern word such as (torment). He also tried to avoid the Christian words contained in the Old and New Testament in his translation, as he claimed in his introduction, and therefore he used them in certain cases only, such as the use of the word (Gehenna) as synonymous with the word (hell), which Arberry used only in the sense of fire.
Fifth side: Confusion in the meanings of some of the Quranic words
Although Arberry has exerted great effort to investigate accuracy-but he was confused in the incorrect use of some Quranic words like other Orientalists who studied Arabic, and who tried to translate the meanings of the Quran, but faced with some problems in understanding some concepts and words that are frequently repeated in the Quran. This would lead them to confuse the meanings of words that appeared to be similar to other words in terms of form or meaning: Such examples of this confusion: 2. Arberry combined between (destiny=‫)انقذر‬ and (power = ‫انقذرج‬ ‫أٔ‬ ‫انقٕج‬ power) as translated the first as Surat al-Qadr.
3. He also confused the meaning of (Friday=‫انجًعح‬ ‫)ٕٚو‬ as the same as (congregation or group=‫)جًاعح‬ instead of Friday, and between
as he translated the first (Kingdom) and the second as Dominion.
He also confused between (remember=ٌٔ‫ر‬ ّ
‫ذئك‬ )and (give a though=ٌٔ‫كر‬ ْ ‫ذئ‬ ).
He confused between ( (
as he translated the first as (cry lies) instead of (disbelieve).
He makes a confusion between
as he translated ‫ّكى(‬ ‫)ٔنٛ‬ in verse:
‫)انًائذج:55(‬ ‫وسسىٌه[‬ ‫هللا‬ ‫ّىُ‬ ‫وٌٍ‬ ‫]إّٔب‬
He translated it (Your friend is only God, and His Messenger) instead of saying (Your helper (or protector) is only God).
Arberry was not able to see the difference between ‫ئس(‬ ‫ت‬ ‫ب‬ ‫)ت‬ ‫ئس(و‬ ‫ي‬ ‫)ت‬ as in: ‫)ٕٚضف:96(‬ ‫ٌؼٍّىْ[‬ ‫وبٔىا‬ ‫ثّب‬ ‫رجزئس‬ ‫]فال‬
As he translated it as (so do not despair of that they have done) while the correct translation is (so do not grieve of that they have done).
1. He translated the word "Al Furqan" as (Salvation). This word expresses the concept of salvation from sin as it exists in Christianity. Therefore, it may be understood in the sense of "forgiveness" for its similarity to the word "Criterion."
2. Arberry mixed between the (Umrah) and (the visit) so he translated (Umarah) as (visitation). It is literally a literary word meaning (official visit or divine punishment), but this is a false translation. As an English synonym for the word 'Umrah, is absent, he could make a transliteration of the word by using the other language characters. In this case, the translation of the word would be (Umrah), since there is no synonym for the word in English. It is noteworthy that Arberry resorted to the process of transliteration in very limited cases, for example, in )Surat al-Kahf) where he used the word (Errakeem=‫)انرقٛى‬ as well as in the translation of the name of (Surat Al-Hijr), as he transferred the same words into the English as: El-Hijr. This example prompts us to talk about another important aspect of Arberry"s translation, and that aspect is his translation of the names of the Suras of the Quran.
Sixth side: errors in the names of the Sura
One of the most striking observations on the Arberry"s translation is his lack of understanding of the intended meaning of the names of the Suras in the Holy Qur'an.
First, in terms of the structures of words"Arberry dismissed "the definite-the" in English in some of the names of the Suras while kept it in others, and the names of the Suras-in his translation without giving clear linguistic justification such as: (Thunder=‫(,)انرعذ‬Apartments (
Enwrapped=‫,)انًسيم‬ and (Shrouded=‫.)انًذثر‬
We need to say that all of these Suras refer to proper nouns and not abstract in their meaning, regardless of any particular context. Therefore, according to the general English rule, the translator should have used the definite article (the) with all of these names. But it is not clear why Arberry did not mention or adopted any source for this. Perhaps he might have adopted his own criteria and his personal point of view in this area.
Second: in terms of the meanings of the names of the Suras
In addition to the ambiguity in the grammatical structures of the names of the Suras, Arberry also misinterpreted many of the meanings of these words. As we have mentioned above, in addition to his mistakes in the names of surat (Friday=‫),)انجًعح‬ Dominion ‫‪)and‬انًهك=‬ (Alfurqan ‫انفرقاٌ‬ = ), he made the following mistakes:
1. He used the word (The Battlement ( ‫األعراف‬ ‫ضٕرج‬ :
But when we looked the word up in the (Cambridge Dictionary) we found Battlement is (a wall around the top of a castle, with regular spaces in it through which the people inside the castle can shoot). But this meaning will not fit here. He would better transliterate the word as (al-A"rāf) since there is no synonym in English.
2. He gave the name of (the story) to mean ‫انقظض‬ ) ) and the correct term for that is (The Narration).
3. He also translated the name of ( ‫انرٔو‬ ) as (The Greek), Although the translations of Pickthall, Abdullah Yusuf Ali, Halali & Khan all gathered on the translation of (The Romans), but this is also a common mistake, and the correct translation is (The Byzantines or the Roman) as the Arabs used to call them during the time of the Prophet (peace be upon him).
 (Ghafer: ‫‪)=(the‬غافر‬ Believer), it has another name as the (Believer), but Arberry used the plural form (The Believers), which is the name of another sura in the Holy Quran.
 (The Companies : ‫انسير‬ ) but the correct form is (The Throngs). 
The Seventh Side: Translation of idiomatic expression in the Quran
Arberry was successful in the translation of some Quranic idioms, as we have seen earlier; but he failed to deal with some others. Indeed, it is always a great problem for all translators of the meanings of the Quran from the Arabs and non-Arabs, because of the difficulty of the language of the original text. The problem may be greater for translators who do not speak Arabic because of their inability to understand the meanings of most of the denominations in Arabic. To understand the Quranic verses, one must refer to) references of interpretations ‫فااير(‬ ‫ال‬ ‫ب‬ ‫)ا‬ to understand the meaning of the Quranic text.
Therefore, Arberry did not succeed in conveying the meanings of most of the Quranic idioms into English. He may be excused for this. In this aspect, he was like other interpreters of the meanings of the Holy Quran, who were caught in the same mistakes. Some examples are following: He translated it as (On the morrow the heart of Moses" mother became empty). In addition to the ambiguity in the meaning of "became: ‫"اطثح‬ -as we ‫ا‬had explained earlier -Arberry overlooked the meaning of the metaphor in this verse -that Moses mother was no longer occupied by anything except what she had heard that Moses was under the care of Pharaoh"s family. So the correct translation is to say: (And Moses' mother became preoccupied with nothing but Moses). . This is a literal translation, that changed the correct meaning of the verse, namely, the metaphor of (stinginess) and (spending), so that the translation should be as follows:(And be neither miserly nor extravagant).
He translated:
‫)انُحم:85(‬ [ ‫ًا‬ ‫ِلىدا‬ ‫وجهه‬ ‫]ظً‬
As (his face darkened) and the correct meaning is to say: (he becomes disgraced).
6. He made a literal translation for:
‫)انثقر:39(‬ ‫اٌؼجً[‬ ‫لٍىثهُ‬ ‫فً‬ ‫شثىا‬ ‫]وأ‬
As saying (and they were made to drink the calf in their heart).This is a very awkward translation. It shows the difficulty of fully mastering the secrets of the Arabic language in general, and fully understanding the Quranic text. The correct translation for this verse should be as follows: (and their hearts were soaked with the love of the calf).
Arberry translated this verse:
‫)انفرقاٌ:72(‬ ‫ٌذٌه[‬ ‫ػٍى‬ ‫اٌظبٌُ‬ ‫ٌؼضّ‬ ‫]وٌىَ‬
As (Upon the day the evildoer shall bite his hands), while the correct translation is (Upon the day the evildoer shall feel remorse). is: (To tell them openly that the covenant is no longer valid).
CONCLUSION
Through the careful and critical survey of the English translation of A.J.Arrbey of the Holy Quran, we can say that this translation is the best English translation made by a non-Muslim, from two main aspects:
Firstly: the position of the translator himself, is clear to us as he was different from the earlier Orientalists to be fair and objective. His work did not only violate the trend of most of the haters of Islam and the Quran, but he defended the Quran by refuting some of the claims and fabrications of his predecessors.
Secondly: his translation-which surpassed some of contemporary Islamic translations of the Quran-has been distinguished in several ways, including its literary language, the sweetness of style, and its accuracy in conveying the meanings of the Holy Quran into English, without deficiency or increment.
It seems that the position of Arberry himself in terms of being free of prejudice of previous negative ideas about the Quran, and his own tasting for the eloquence of the great Book, and its fine rhetoric; all of these factors have been positively reflected on his translation of the Text.
Among the most prominent observations on his translation; was his claim to create rhythmic patterns that mimic what is in the Quran, to appear as a revelation. As we have already mentioned it was one of Arberry"s falls. It was clear that he did not intend to offend the Holy Quran, but he was misled by his linguistic ability, and perhaps was driven by his great admiration of the sound rhythm in the Quran to make this claim, which proved a failure.
As we have seen through the examples, there were many observations on Arrbery"s translation concerning the language, but the translation in general, as compared with other previous translations, had a few errors. Most of the errors were purely linguistic, due to some weaknesses in his Arabic language, as an English speaker, but all his mistakes are adjustable and can be corrected.
What is important is that, his mistakes were not due to confused thinking or certain misconceptions about the Islamic religion, and perhaps the large number of remarks on Arberry, confirms the impossibility of reaching a full translation without errors. The Quran is a miraculous text and its translation is only a mere human effort.
Arberry admitted that the Quran cannot be translated. He tried to imitate the eloquence of the Quran. But he limited his translation to the English text without making explanatory margins or commentaries (which in his view it will distract the magnificence of the Quranic text). He invented, as we have already mentioned, some rhythm that he claimed to have some similarity with the rhythms of the Quranic Text. But he did not succeed in applying this, despite his study of this aspect and his belief that the audio rhythm is one of the most important characteristics of the Quran, which other translators did not realize this importance. In fact this was the challenge of the Quran for the Arabic speakers themselves as the Quran had challenged them to make one similar surah of the Quran, and they failed the test. So it is absolutely impossible for a translation to mimic the music of the Quranic text.
Arrebry"s philosophy in the translation of the Quran was to have access to the rich rhetoric of the Quran and to simulate these features in his translation, but this is/was impossible and was not recahed by one of the translators, even Arberry himself, who tried so much.
We must realize that the Quranic text is not like any other text in all languages, because it inspired by God, and therefore it is important to use the appropriate method in the translation of its meanings-just the meaning, to be appropriate to the word of God Almighty. This is what we believe Arberry succeeded to apply to a large extent
The exaggeration in the use of contemporary language is clearly a wrong direction; because it makes the Quranic Text lose its eloquence and beauty, which is at the same time a dangerous orientation that we must fear that we must not to immerse in using slang language or the language of daily communication in the translation of the Quranic Text. But Arberry's attempt to strike a balance between the use of clear contemporary language and the use of literary literalism (sometimes using obsolete terminology) was a very difficult balancing effort. So we believe that, studying this translation in all its aspects is essential and advantageous.
Among the recommendations that can be drawn from this research is the re-printing and the reproducing of Arberry"s translation, taking into account all of the above observations and conclusions. Then we can work on correcting the linguistic errors by attaching the necessary explanatory notes or commentaries, and by numbering the verses (because Arberry did not follow the usual numbering system of the suras). We can also try to maintain the level of literary language as much as possible, Undoubtedly, the study of the errors which the translators make or made is/was very necessary when using comments and explanations to clarify the meanings of the words of the Holy Book, to avoid ambiguity, and to contribute to the development of its translation, in a precise and fluent language. So this translation -after making the necessary adjustments -can play an active role in the field of (Daawa=‫)دعٕج‬ to ِ Allah, as this translator -in particular-was a non-Muslim Orientalist who had booked a great place among the group of non-Muslim English intellectuals.
There are many factors of attractions and acceptance in Arberry"s translation. It is easy for the target reader to understand and enjoy it as well. Perhaps the King Fahd Complex for the Printing and publication of the Holy Quran is the best organization that can be entrusted to do this work and to take care of the Book and serve it, by all means and possibilities. I need to recommend this Organization to study Arberry"s translation and give it special care. Such work can be done by committees assigned to study this translation and prepare a comprehensive report by specialists and researchers. Then, based on the recommendation of these committees, a new version of Arrbery"s translation can be issued to serve Muslims and non-Muslims in various parts of the earth. 
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